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Introduction

• SCAD is motivated by innovation - in particular – innovation in dissemination.

• In 2013, SCAD established a dedicated Data Visualisation (DV) team. This team has since

developed many innovative and forward-looking data visualisation tools and outputs.

• This presentation aims to highlight the benefits of establishing a DV team; the skill sets required;

and some unique DV outputs.
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Overview

• The meaning of data visualisation

• Benefits of data visualisation

• Creating a data visualisation team

• SCAD’s data visualisation outputs

• Conclusion
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The Meaning of data visualisation

• Data visualization is the effort of assisting people to

understand data by placing it in a visual context.

• Patterns, trends and correlations that might go undetected in

text-based data - can be exposed and recognized easier with

data visualization
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Benefits of data visualisation

Why undertake data visualization? There must be some benefit for the effort:

1. Quicker understanding of data

2. Discover relationships, patterns, and trends within the data.

3. User interaction
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Benefits of data visualisation

1. Quicker understanding of data

• Humans can distinguish differences in line length, shape, and colour willingly without a lot of processing effort -

‘pre-attentive attributes’.

• For example, in the below image, it requires significant effort to identify the number of times the digit ‘5’ appears.
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Benefits of data visualisation

1. Quicker understanding of data

• Humans can distinguish differences in line length, shape, and colour willingly without a lot of processing effort -

‘pre-attentive attributes’.

• For example, in the below image, it requires significant effort to identify the number of times the digit ‘5’ appears.

But…. if that digit is different in size, orientation, or in this case colour - the digit can be found quickly through

pre-attentive processing.
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Benefits of data visualisation

2. Discover relationships, patterns, and trends within the data

• Compared with textual data, data visualisations make it easier to discover:

• Trends

• Rankings

• Deviations

• Frequency distributions (e.g. bar chart)

• Correlations

• Geospatial differences
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Benefits of data visualisation

• Let’s take a famous example – Charles Minard’s infographic of Napoleon’s attack of Russia.

This amazing visualisation

uses six dimensions:

• army size

• army location (x and y)

• time

• direction of movement

• temperature

But the story is still clear. 
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Benefits of data visualisation

3. User interaction

• Unlike static data tables - data visualization tools enable users to interact with data in an engaging and

customisable way.

• Common data visualization features include: drill-downs, sliders, data selectors, variable drag and drop, filtering,

colour and range selectors, etc.

• With data visualisation tools users are free to explore the data in ways that correspond to their needs.

• Similarly, the statistician (creator) is not obliged to have to predict what the user requires. The statistician can

simply provide the data and a data visualisation tool - then the user has the flexibility and freedom to design their

own outputs.
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Benefits of data visualisation

Static Publication Table
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Benefits of data visualisation

Interactive Table Builder
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Creating a data visualisation team

• A data visualisation team requires a mixture of skills and expertise :

• Graphic designer

• IT developers

• Statisticians

• DV Manager
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Creating a data visualisation team

o Graphic designer

– consult with statisticians to understand the stories in the data

– coordinate design work for tool interfaces, colours, icons, logos, etc.

– professional understanding of visual perception and layout.
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Creating a data visualisation team

o IT developers

– produce the interactive tools, including access to datasets, coding, testing, etc.

– skills in SQL databases, SAS, JavaScript, D3JS (data driven documents), etc.

– conduct research on new technologies / software
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Creating a data visualisation team

o Statisticians

– subject matter experts who are often the ‘client’ during the development process

– advice on the theme/story in the original data

– quality review of both the accuracy of data and the functionality of the tool

– approve release
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Creating a data visualisation team

o DV Manager

– coordinates multiple data visualisation projects.

– focal point between executive management, statisticians, and clients

– encourages research and development within the team
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

• The following slides will show examples of SCAD’s data visualization tools. They represent just some of the

outputs available to clients.

• SCAD has also completed some ‘experimental’ developments, such as augmented reality app, which are not

covered in presentation.

• It is our wish that by sharing these visualisations, other statistical offices will be encouraged to progress data

visualization within their dissemination suite.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

• Infographics – statistics explained visually
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Animated Visualisations – great way of viewing time-series data
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Mobile Applications: designed for various user types
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Statistics Quiz – fun way to learn about Abu Dhabi and compare it with OECD countries.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Thematic Maps – uses maps to shows geographic distribution of statistics.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Animated Videos – educational videos that explain statistics and provide data.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Automated Country Reports – generate a comprehensive country trade report in seconds.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Dashboards (eSCAD) – popular tool that displays data simply, but has drill-downs for analysis.
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SCAD’s Data Visualisation Outputs

Table Builders – powerful analysis tool using variable selection to create customized tables.
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Conclusion

• SCAD has recognized its responsibility in expanding and improving the quality, timeliness, and accessibility of

statistics produced in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

• The collection of new and innovative dissemination outputs outlined in this presentation is evidence of SCAD’s

commitment to this cause.

• This project has raised expectations of the types of output SCAD can produce and has set a positive benchmark

for other future statistical outputs.

• SCAD hopes that this presentation will provide other NSOs with valuable information when considering

developing similar innovative outputs.



http://www.scad.ae/
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